Recently, long duration balloon flights are strongly desired by the communities of Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmic-ray physics, in order to carry out very precise measurements with high statistics and/or to search for rare phenomena in huge background. Circumnavigation flights over Antarctica give us excellent flight opportunity, but the number of flights in a year is very limited, and the logistics is very hard. Once long duration balloon flights in mid-latitude more than several days can be realized much frequently, scientific ballooning will become much useful for space science experiments. Technical developments for long duration flights in Japan are introduced and the provision for the possible international collaboration will be discussed.
Introduction
Many experiments on Astronomy, Astrophysics and Cosmic-ray physics have been carried out by stratospheric balloons. It is very natural that payload instruments become larger and heavier, and flight durations are required to be much longer, in order to carry out very precise measurements with high statistics and/or to search for rare phenomena in huge background.
Circumnavigation flights over Antarctica give us excellent flight opportunity for 10 to 40 day long duration flights, but the number of flights in a year is very limited, and the logistics is very hard. Once long duration balloon flights in mid-latitude more than several days can be realized much frequently, scientific ballooning will become much useful for space science experiments.
Trans-ocean or trans-continental balloon flights in mid-latitude by zero-pressure or super-pressure balloons will provide excellent opportunity for scientific experiments, and technical and diplomatic international collaboration is inevitable to realize such long duration flights frequently.
In this paper, current technical developments for long duration flights in Japan are introduced and the provision for the possible international collaboration will be discussed.
Trans-Ocean Long Duration Flights from Japan
To realize long balloon flight duration inside Japan, we, the balloon group of the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), have developed balloon operations such as "Boomerang flight" or "Cyclic fight" by utilizing the westerly Jet Stream and the easterly floating wind. But recent unstable Jet Stream probably due to the global climate change prevents us to send balloons eastward enough to realize long flight duration. We have also carried out several turn-around flights up to several ten hours, but the flight opportunity are limited.
Trans-ocean or trans-continental balloon flights are another solution to realize long duration balloon flights. ISAS has already carried out such kind of collaborations with China in 1980's and with Russia in 1990's.
As summarized in Table 1 , from 1986 to 1988, seven balloons were launched from Uchinoura Space Center, Kagoshima, and flew over East China Sea.
1) The flights were terminated and recovered around Jiangsu and Zhejiang Province, China, as shown in Fig. 1 . Based on these flight results, long duration flight over Japan Sea was discussed. 2) From 1995 to 1999, a series of RUNJOB experiment 3) were launched from the Kamchatka Peninsula in collaboration with Russia, and they realized several-day balloon flights to Volga River, as summarized in Table 2 . Typical trajectories are shown in Fig. 2 . Now we have new permanent balloon base (Taiki Aerospace Research Field: TARF) in Hokkaido (42° 30' 00" N, 143° 26' 30" E). 4) If we could establish collaboration among China and Russia, we will be able to provide few day northern mid-latitude summer balloon flights even with legacy zero-pressure balloons. In winter, we might be able to realize trans-pacific balloon flights from Japan to US (Fig. 3) . For both case, we can provide excellent logistics and user support at the launch site in Japan, and can expect wide and safe landing area in China or US with good recovery support. The number of related countries is only 2 or 3, so it is not so difficult to settle agreements to realize such trans-ocean balloon flights.
Technical Developments for Ultra-Long Duration Flights
Super-pressure balloons will give brilliant ultra-long duration flight opportunity. The intensive development of the super-pressure balloon has been continued.
In Japan, we have developed lobed-pumpkin-shape super-pressure balloons. 5) After several tests on the ground and engineering flights of small size super-pressure balloons suspended by another large balloon between 2004 and 2006, 6) we fabricated a 300,000 m 3 super-pressure balloon, which can carry a 500 kg payload to an altitude of 35 km. The 300,000 m 3 balloon was launched on November 20, 2007 from Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil, under the INPE-JAXA international scientific balloon collaboration. The weight of the balloon was 1,150 kg. We tried to have a one-day engineering flight, in order to verify its day-night performance, but the balloon burst at an altitude of 14.7 km. 7) An image of the on-board high-definition video camera indicates that the initial damage was located around the collar position. Since the film of our super-pressure balloon is hard compared to the polyethylene film and many load ropes run along the balloon surface, the collar or the spooler might have slightly damaged the film. An improved launching method for super-pressure balloon is now under consideration and we will carry out a technical flight of 60,000 m 3 small super-pressure balloon in coming September.
Power supply system should be much complicated compared to the system for circumnavigation flights over Antarctica. Usually solar cells and rechargeable batteries are adopted for the power system, but the system should be reliable for hard charging/discharging cycle because day-night duration ratio is nearly equal to one. In Japan, fuel cell system has been developed for space vehicles, especially for long duration balloon flights, as an alternative power source. They had been developing a 100 W-class fuel cell system that keeps electrolyte membrane well-hydrated without external humidification and can operates stably even under low pressure condition. In 2007, a demonstration flight using the large balloon equipping the fuel cell system with its weight of about 40 kg (Fig. 4) was launched to verify its performance in a practical high-altitude environment. 8) They intend to develop closed fuel cell system which does not discharge hydrogen 
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Tm_17 and oxygen.
The trajectory prediction and control should also be developed, in order to reliable recovery of the payloads after ultra-long duration flights. For the prediction of the flight trajectory, we have used wind prediction provided by National Centers for Environmental Prediction, NOAA, USA and by Japan Metrological Agency. For now, these two datasets seem to provide consistent and accurate prediction only for a couple of days. Further study is required for longer trajectory prediction. For the trajectory control, many ideas have been proposed. Based on our experiences to control balloon trajectories by changing floating altitude, we have proposed to change the altitude of a super-pressure balloon by modifying its volume, 9) or by tandem balloon system utilizing a super-pressure balloon and a zero-pressure balloon. 10) We believe that we are very close to the goal and ultra-long duration flights will be technically realized in very near future.
International Collaboration for Ultra-Long Duration Flights in Mid-Latitude
Before we launch such ultra-long duration flight balloons, we have to settle diplomatic problem. Super-pressure balloons fly over many countries, but there is no established international agreement for balloon floating altitude. We have to obtain permissions from every country along the balloon trajectory according to the ICAO regulation.
11) It should also be pointed out that every countries requires to clear custom for importation, but how can we do that at the landing of the balloons and payloads, especially in case of emergency flight termination due to balloon failure? It is very easy to imagine how difficult to negotiate with huge number of foreign countries to obtain fly-over and/or import permissions, so we have to seriously ask COSPAR or such international organization to discuss inclusive agreement which allows us to fly balloons over countries. At least for now, we have to establish an international collaboration not only for the scientific payloads but for the balloon operation to realize ultra-long duration flights in mid-latitude.
Such international collaboration will also help us to realize wide-band telemetry during ultra-long duration flights. Huge scientific data for precise measurements or intensive searches are to be recovered. For example, BESS-Polar II experiment carried out in 2007 in Antarctica, they had onboard hard disk drive complex of 16 TB and stored 13.5 TB data during 24.5 day data-taking. 12) Recent development of Solid State Drives enables us to install huge and reliable storage system into their payloads. But larger onboard storage system strongly requires wider band-width telemetry for ultra-long duration flights because we have to consider a potential risk of recovery failure after the flights. We used IRIDIUM satellite communication for Polar Patrol Balloon experiment, but transfer rate of 2.4 kbps is not acceptable even for recent payloads. Recently high speed commercial satellite communication system becomes available. We have studied to utilize INMARSAT BGAN network 13) for the downlink of ultra-long duration flights, but we are afraid that the BGAN maximum transfer rate of 492 kbps is not enough for the downlink of the state-of-the-art experiments. Under the international collaboration, we will be able to build a network of ground tracking stations like the Deep Space Network for satellites in order to realize wide-band telemetry. Such network of ground tracking stations will also provide appropriate information to aviation control of each country.
Summary
In order to provide frequent and easy long duration balloon-borne experiments to the space science community, trans-ocean balloon flights from Taiki Aerospace Research Field in Japan are considered. To realize ultra-long duration flights, establishment of the international collaboration on the balloon operation is inevitable to overcome diplomatic difficulties and to build reliable downlink, in addition to the technical development of super-pressure balloons and their related system.
